Convention

Meaning

[ g,m]
[directory]

The convention [g,m] signifies a User Identification Code (UIC). The g is a
group number and the m is a member number. The UIC identifies a user
and is used mainly for controlling access to files and privileged system
functions.
This may also signify a User File Directory (UFD), commonly called a
directory. A directory is the location of files.
Other notations for directories are: [ggg,mmm], [gggmmm], [ufd], [name],
and [directory].
The convention [directory] signifies a directory. Most directories have 1- to
9-character names, but some are in the same [g,m] form as the UIC.
Where a UIC, UFD, or directory is required, only one set of brackets is
shown (for example, [g,m]). Where the UIC, UFD, or directory is optional,
t wo sets of brackets are shown (for example, [[g,m]]).
A vertical ellipsis shows where elements of command input or statements in
an example or figure have been omitted because they are irrelevant to the
point being discussed.

KEYNAME

This typeface denotes one of the keys on the terminal keyboard; for example,
the RETURN key.

"print" and "type"

As these words are used in the text, the system prints and the user types.

red ink

In interactive examples, what the user types is printed in red. System
responses appear in black.

ix

Parameter

logicalname
Specifies the logical name. You can also spccify a portion of a logical name and either the
generic wildcard character asterisk (*) or the specific wildcard character percent sign (%).
The asterisk can represent any number of characters. The percent sign can only represent
one character.
If you specify quotation marks around the logical name, the ASN command interprets the
quotation marks literally, while the DFL command removes the quotation marks.
Keywords

/ALL
/GBL
/GR[=n]
/SYSTEM
/TERM[=ddnn:]
Refer to the RSX-11M-PLUS MCR Operations Manual for information on keywords.
The display format of logical assignments has been modified to be more readable. The display
specifies the logical name table and then lists the logical name assignments for the issuing
terminal.
Examples
> ASN
(Session Login Logical Table for VT2:)
"DCM"
"ER"
"GO"
"HOME"
"MAP"
"R"
"REVIEW"
"SYS$LOGIN"
"SYS$PROMPT"

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

"DU:[CACHE]"
"EDT/RO "
"SET /DEF="
"SYS$LOGIN"
"LB:[1,54]RSX11M.MAP"
"RECALL"
"DU1:[REVIEWS]"
"DU:[KAUFFMAN]" [Final]
"Jeem>"

(Session Local Logical Table for VT2:)
"SYS$CLI" =

"DCL"

Displays all the login and local assignments for the issuing terminal.
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>ASN S*
(Session Login Logical Table for VT2:)
"SYS$LOGIN" =
"SYS$PROMPT" =

"DU:[KAUFFMAN]" [Final]
"Jeem>"

(Session Local Logical Table for VT2:)
"SYS$CLI" =

"DCL"

Displays the login and local assignments that begin with letter S for the issuing terminal.
>DFL "SYS$CLI"
(Session Local Logical Table for VT2:)
"SYS$CLI" =

"DCL"

Displays the login and local assignments that match the string SYS$CLI for the issuing terminal.
>ASN "SYS$CLI"

Displays no matching login and local assignments that match the string "SYS$CLI" for the
issuing terminal.
>ASN /ALL
(System Logical Table)
"LI"
"SS"
"WK"

=
=
=

"LB:" [Final]
"LB:" [Final]
"LB:" [Final]

(Group 7 Logical Table)
"GROUP"

=

"DR5:[7,43]"

(Session Login Logical Table for VT2:)
"DCM"
"ER"
"GO"
"HOME"
"MAP"
"R"
"REVIEW"
"SYS$LOGIN"
"SYS$PROMPT"

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

"DU:[CACHE]"
"EDT/RO "
"SET /DEF="
"SYS$LOGIN"
"LB:[1,54]RSX11M.MAP"
"RECALL"
"DU1:[REVIEWS] "
"DU:[KAUFFMAN]" [Final]
"Jeem>"

(Session Local Logical Table for VT2:)
"SYS$CLI"

=

"DCL"

Displays all the system, group, login, and local assignments for the issuing terminal.
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> DFL S*/ALL
(System Logical Table)
"SS"

=

"LB:" [Final]

(Session Login Logical Table for VT2: )
"SYS$LOGIN" =
"SYS$PROMPT" =

"DU:[KAUFFMAN]" [Final]
"Jeem>"

(Session Local Logical Table for VT2:)
"SYS$CLI"

=

"DCL"

Displays the system, group, login, and local assignments that begin with the letter S for the
issuing terminal.

1.5 Enhancement to SHOW ASSIGNMENTS and SHOW LOGICALS
Commands
The DCL commands SHOW ASSIGNMENTS and SHOW LOGICALS have a new functionality
and a new display format for the RSX-11M-PLUS Version 4.2 operating system. The commands
can now display at your terminal all logical assignments for a specific logical name.

Formats
$ SHOW ASSIGNMENTS

[logicalname][/qualifier]

and
$ SHOW LOGICALS [logicalname][/qualifier]

Parameter
logicalname
Specifies the logical name. You can also specify a portion of a logical name and either the
generic wildcard character asterisk (*) or the specific wildcard character percent sign (%).
The asterisk can represent any number of characters. The percent sign can only represent
one character.
If you specify quotation marks around the logical name, the SHOW ASSIGNMENTS
command interprets the quotation marks literally, while the SHOW LOGICALS command
removes the quotation marks.

Qualifiers
/ALL
/GLOBAL
/GROUP[:nG]
/LOCAL
/LOGIN
/SYSTEM
/TERMINAL[:ttnn:]
Refer to the RSX-11M-PLUS Command Language Manual for information on qualifiers.
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The display format of logical assignments has been modified to be more readable. The display
specifies the logical name table and then lists the logical name assignments for the issuing
terminal.
Examples
$ SHOW ASSIGNMENTS
(Session Login Logical Table for VT2:)
"DCM"
"ER"
"GO"
"HOME"
"MAP"
"R"
"REVIEW"
"SYS$LOGIN"
"SYS$PROMPT"

= =
= =
= =
==
=
=
==
=
=

"DU:[CACHE]"
"EDT/RO "
"SET /DEF="
"SYS$LOGIN"
"LB:[1,54]RSX11M.MAP1"
"RECALL"
"DU1:[REVIEWS]"
"DU: [KAUFFMAN] " [Final]
"Jeem>"

(Session Local Logical Table for VT2:)
"SYS$CLI" =

"DCL"

Displays all the login and local assignments for the issuing terminal.
$ SHOW ASSIGNMENTS S*
(Session Login Logical Table for VT2:)
"SYS$LOGIN" =
"SYS$PROMPT" =

"DU:[KAUFFMAN]"
"Jeem>"

[Final]

(Session Local Logical Table for VT2:)
"SYS$CLI"

=

"DCL"

Displays the login and local assigments that begin with the letter S for the issuing terminal.
$ SHOW LOGICALS "SYS$CLI"
(Session Local Logical Table for VT2:)
"SYS$CLI"

=

"DCL"

Displays the login and local assignments that match the string SYS$CLI for the issuing terminal.
$ SHOW ASSIGNMENTS "SYS$CLI"

Displays no matching login and local assignments for the string "SYS$CLI" for the issuing
terminal.
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$ SHOW ASSIGNMENTS ALL
(System Logical Table)
"LI"
"SS"

=
=

"WK"

=

"LB:" [Final]
"LB:" [Final]
"LB:" [Final]

(Group 7 Logical Table)
"GROUP"

=

"DR5:[7,43]"

(Session Login Logical Table for VT2:)
"DCM"
"ER"
"GO"
"HOME"
"MAP"
"R"
"REVIEW"
"SYS$LOGIN"
"SYS$PROMPT"

=
=
=
=

"DU:[CACHE]"
"EDT/RO 11
"SET /DEF="
"SYS$LOGIN"
"LB:[1,54]RSX11M.MAP"

= =
=
=
=

"RECALL"
"DU1: [REVIEWS] "
"DU:[KAUFFMAN]" [Final]
"Jeem>"

=
=
=
=
=

(Session Local Logical Table for VT2:)
"SYS$CLI"

=

"DCL"

Displays all the system, group, login, and local assignments for the issuing terminal.
$ SHOW LOGICALS S*/ALL
(System Logical Table)
"SS"

=

"LB:" [Final]

(Session Login Logical Table for VT2:)
"SYS$LOGIN"
=
"SYS$PROMPT" =

"DU:[KAUFFMAN]" [Final]
"Jeem>"

(Session Local Logical Table for VT2:)
"SYS$CLI" =

"DCL"

Displays the system, group, login, and local assignments that begin with the letter S for the
issuing terminal.

1.6 Enhancements to Resource Monitoring Display Memory
Display
The Resource Monitoring Display (RMD) memory display supports the following two new setup
commands:
TOP=n

Specifies the upper limit of the memory display, where n is the limit value in K words.

BOTTOM=n

Specifies the lower limit of the memory display, where n is the limit value in K words.

The commands allow you to examine a specific portion of system memory and will display
details of system memory, including tasks and shared regions, that do not appear in a full
display of system memory.
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Formats
/COMPARE[: option]
and
/VERIFY[: option]
Parameter
option
Specifies one of the following two options:
SINGLEBUFFER

If you use the SINGLEBUFFER option for a compare or a verify operation
from a disk to a tape, descriptive error messages will be reported.
The SINGLEBUFFER option is the default for devices that are not MU-type
devices.

DOUBLEBUFFER

For most system configurations, a compare or verify operation from disk to
tape will be more efficient if you use the DOUBLEBUFFER option. However,
the error messages that are reported when you use the DOUBLEBUFFER
option are less descriptive than the messages reported when you use the
SINGLEBUFFER option.
You must use an MU-type device drive that supports the compare host-data
function. The DOUBLEBUFFER option is the default for MU-type devices.

Examples
BRU> /COMPARE:SINGLEBUFFER DU0:

MU0:

Specifies a compare operation with descriptive error messages reported.
BRU> /COMPARE:DOUBLEBUFFER DU0: MU1:

Specifies a compare operation with improved performance, but with less descriptive error
messages reported.
BRU> /VERIFY:SINGLEBUFFER DU0: MU0:

Specifies a verify operation with descriptive error messages reported.
BRU>/VERIFY:DOUBLEBUFFER DU0:

MU1:

1.1.3.2 BRU Utility Error Messages
The following error messages may be displayed during a backup operation:

BRU-•FATAL•-Device conflict
Explanation: This error message can be caused by the following problems:
•
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You specified the /COMPARE: DOUBLE BUFFER or /VERIFY: DOUBLEBUFFER qualifier
without all MU-type output devices.
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During a verify operation with both MU-type and non-MU-type output devices,
you must use the /VERIFY: SINGLE-BUFFER qualifier.

Specifying the DOUBLE-BUFFER option may improve the performance of streaming tape
devices such as the TK50 cartridge tape by double buffering 1/0 operations. Specifying the
SINGLE _BUFFER option causes BRU to single buffer I/0 operations, which was the default
action for versions of BRU prior to Version 4.1.
The formats of the /COMPARE qualifier and the /VERIFY qualifier are shown next.
Formats
/COMPARE[: option]
and
/VERIFY[: option]
Parameter
option
Specifies one of the following two options:
SINGLE-BUFFER

If you use the SINGLE-BUFFER option for a compare or verify operation
from a disk to a tape, descriptive error messages will be reported.
The SINGLE-BUFFER option is the default for devices that are not MUtype devices.

DOUBLE-BUFFER

For most system configurations, a compare or verify operation from
disk to tape will be more efficient if you use the DOUBLE-BUFFER
option. However, the error messages that are reported when you use the
DOUBLE-BUFFER option are less descriptive than the messages reported
when you use the SINGLE-BUFFER option.
You must use an MU-type device drive that supports the compare hostdata function. The DOUBLE-BUFFER option is the default for MU-type
devices.

Examples
BACKUP> /COMPARE:SINGLE_BUFFER DU0: MU0:

Specifies a compare operation with descriptive error messages reported.
BACKUP> /COMPARE:D0UBLE_BUFFER DU0: MU1:

Specifies a compare operation with improved performance, but with less descriptive error
messages reported.
BACKUP> /VERIFY:SINGLE_BUFFER DU0: MU0:

Specifies a verify operation with descriptive error messages reported.
BACKUP>/VERIFY:DOUBLE_BUFFER DU0: MU1:

Specifies a verify operation with improved performance, but with less descriptive error messages
reported.
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1.15.4.1 Performing a System Generation on a VAX-11 Host

Because physical device names on VMS systems are longer than those on RSX systems, the
complete physical device name is not recognized by the RSX SYSGEN procedure or the RSX
utilities such as the Backup and Restore Utility (BRU). This limitation is overcome by using
what is known as a $$n logical name to refer to the device.
The $$n logical names for the devices on your VMS system or VAXcluster by VAX-11 RSX
are defined during the startup procedure. Please see the VAX-11 RSX Installation Guide and
VAX-11 RSX Release Notes for additional information on how the $$n names for your system
are defined. Section 2.7 of the VAX-11 RSX Compatibility Mode Reference Manual provides more
detailed information on $$n logical names.
The $$n logical name for a device should be used in place of the VMS physical device name
wherever a device specification is required. You can determine which $$n logical names
correspond to the devices you are using with the following command:
>SHOW LOGICAL $$*

The following example illustrates how $$n names are used to copy a magnetic tape distribution
kit and to prepare to invoke SYSGEN on a VAXcluster. The tape used is a TU78 on a HSC
controller and the disk used is a local RK07 on controller B.
> SHOW LOGICAL $$*
(LNM$PROCESS_TABLE)
(LNM$JOB_803299A0)
(LNM$GROUP_000301)
(LNM$SYSTEM_TABLE)
"$$0" = "ALEX$DMA0:"
"$$1" = "ALEX$DMB1:"
"$$10" = "BLKHOL$MUA0:"
"$$11" = "BLKHOL$MUA1:"
"$$12" = "CSA1:"
"$$13" = "SYS$SPECIFIC:"
"$$14" = "SYS$COMMON:"
"$$2" = "ALEX$MMA0:"
"$$3" = "BLKHOL$DUA0:"
"$$4" = "BLKHOL$DUA4:"
"$$5" = "BLKHOL$DUA5:"
"$$6" = "BLKHOL$DUA6:"
"$$7" = "BLKHOL$DUA7:"
> MOU $$10:/FOR
> MOU $$1:/FOR
> BAD $$1:/LIST
>BRU
BRU> /DENSITY:1600/VERIFY/INITIALIZE/MAX:3308/HEADERS:1654
From: $$10:
To: $$1:
BRU - Starting Tape 1 on $$10:
BRU - End of Tape 1 on $$10:
BRU - Starting verify pass Tape 1 on $$10:
BRU - End of Tape 1 on $$10:
BRU - Completed
BRU> [CTRL/Z]
> SET DEF $$1:
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In Section 5.12.6, page 5-104, the second example is incorrect. The correct example
shown next.

is

$BACKUP/MODIFIED/AFTER:(14-MAY-87 17:00)/VERIFY DU0: MS0:

This example backs up all files on the fixed disk that were modified after 5:00 P.M. on
May 14, 1987. After all the files have been copied onto the tape, BACKUP verifies the tape.
If files on the tape do not verify, BACKUP returns an error message.
Section 8.1.3, page 8-5, states that the DCL command SET SYSTEM/CRASH _DEVICE is
valid only for pregenerated operating systems. This is no longer true; the command is now
valid for all RSX-11M-PLUS operating systems.

2.3 RSX-11 M-PLUS and Micro/RSX Error Logging Manual
Please make the following corrections to the RSX-11M-PLUS and Micro/RSX Error Logging
Manual:

In Table 2-2, page 2-8, the following change must be made to the device entry for the
control file module ETSV05:
TSV05 /TK25

ETSV05

In Example A-1, page A-4, the following change must be made to the list of acceptable
device names:
;

TSV05 or TK25

2.4 RSX-11 M-PLUS Batch and Queue Manual
In Section 2.6.1, page 2-15 of the RSX-11M-PLUS Batch and Queue Operations Manual, please
add the following description of the /ALL qualifier to the SHOW QUEUE command:
/ALL
Displays information on all entries in all queues.

2.5 RSX-11 M-PLUS and Micro/RSX Crash Dump Analyzer Reference
Manual
Please make the following correction to the RSX-11M-PLUS and Micro/RSX Crash Dump Analyzer
Reference Manual:

Section 1.1.1 specifies that, for RSX-11M-PLUS operating systems that are not pregenerated,
you must select the crash dump driver during system generation. This is no longer true;
RSX-11M-PLUS now supports loadable crash dump drivers.
You can select loadable crash dump support during system generation and choose a
loadable crash driver during the system startup procedure. Crash dump devices can be
DU-, DL-, MU-, MS-, and MM-type devices. Refer to the RSX-11M-PLUS System Generation
and Installation Guide for more information on including loadable crash support in your
system if it is not pregenerated.
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•

Replace the example in Section 2.6.26 with the following:
The following example is from an interactive terminal session:
>@ti:
AT.>.enable substitution
AT.>.sets a "1,2,"
AT.>.parse a "," b c d
AT.>;'b'
>;1
AT.> ;'c'
>;2
AT.>;'d'
>;
AT.>.parse a "," b c
AT.>;'b'
>;1
AT.>;'c'
>;2,
AT.>
>@ <EOF>

(null substring)

2.8 RSX-11 M-PLUS and Micro/RSX Guide to Writing an I/O Driver
Please make the following corrections to the RSX-11M-PLUS and Micro/RSX Guide to Writing an
I/0 Driver:

Section 1.5.5, page 1-21, illustrates how to create an executive entry point vector table.
It does not indicate that there are any differences between creating a vector table for a
driver and creating a vector table for a privileged task. However, the length is calculated
differently in each case. Use the following statement when determining the length of the
vector table for a privileged task:
EXEVCL=<<.-EXEVEC>/2>

Use the following statement when determining the length of the vector table for a driver:
EXEVCL=<<<.-EXEVEC>/2>-1>

In Section 1.5.6, page 1-22, the table entitled Callable Routine for Converting Executive
References in a Driver is incorrect. The correct table is as follows:
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
CALL
MOV

KINAR6,-(SP)
@#112,R0
(R0),R0
(R0),KINAR6
#EXEVEC,R3
#EXEVCL,R2
@#140004
(SP)+,KINAR6

;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

SAVE KINAR6
GET ADDRESS OF TABLE OF ENTRIES
GET ADDRESS OF APR BIAS -- FIRST WORD IN TABLE
MAP COMMON THROUGH I-SPACE APR 6
POINT TO VECTOR
SPECIFY LENGTH OF VECTOR
TRANSLATE THE VECTOR
RESTORE KINAR6

Please add the following information to Section 7.4.16 of the manual:
If you build a vectored driver for the system macro call GTPKT$, the following symbol
must be defined in the driver code:
VC$xx = 0

The parameter xx represents the 2-character device mnemonic.
Corrections to Documentation
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"The Load command also loads the extended Executive partitions into memory."
The correct formats of the Load command are shown next.

Formats
LOA[D] dd:[/keyword(s)]

and
LOA[D] /EXP=expname[/keyword(s)]
In Section 3.34, page 3-128, the formats of the OPE keywords /TASKD and /TASKI are
incorrect. The correct formats are shown next.

Formats
/TASKD=taskname

and
/TASKI=taskname
In Section 3.34, the second sentence in the first paragraph on page 3-129 is incorrect; it
should read as follows:
"You are limited to the specified memory region (TASK or REG)."
Also, the second, third, and fourth examples on page 3-129 are incorrect. The correct
examples are shown next.
>OPE O/REG=TSTREG
00000000/50712

This command opens the region TSTREG at location 0 and displays in octal the current
value at the location.
> OPE O/REG=TSTREG
00000000/50712 %

MCR

This command opens location 0 of TSTREG, displays the current value in octal, and then
displays the Radix-50 value in ASCII format.
>OPE O/REG=TSTREG
00000000/50712 %
00000002/00000
00000004/14604

MCR %DCL

This command sequence displays the current value at location 0 in octal and then Radix-50
format, and then changes the value. The new value is also in Radix-50 format. Pressing the
RETURN key enters the new value into location 0 and displays it in octal, then opens the next
location in memory and displays its contents in octal.
In Section 3.42, page 3-197, the description of the sixth example is incorrect. The correct
example is shown next.
> SEC /SECPOL

SECPOL=285.:640.:44'/,

Displays the amount of available secondary pool.

Corrections to Documentation
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Format

SET /CRASHDEV=ddnn:[CSRaddr]
or
SET /CRASH _DEVICE=ddnn:[CSRaddr]
Also, the section states that the MCR commands SET /CRASHDEV and SET /CRASHDEVICE are valid only for pregenerated operating systems. This is no longer true; the
commands are now valid for all RSX-11M-PLUS operating systems.
•

In Section 3.42, page 3-169, add the following information:
The MCR command SET/INQUIRE supports the VT300-series terminals in VT200 mode
only.

•

In Section 3.42, page 3-185, add the following information:
The MCR command SET/TERM supports the VT300-series terminals in VT200 mode only.
You cannot specify VT3xx as a terminal type.

2.10 RSX-11 M-PLUS and Micro/RSX Task Builder Manual
Please make the following changes to the RSX-IIM-PLUS and Micro/RSX Task Builder Manual:
•

Change all references to FORTRAN IV-PLUS in Chapter 5 to FORTRAN-77. FORTRAN
IV-PLUS is no longer supported.

•

Change all references to F4PRES in Chapter 5 to F7FRES.

•

Change all references to F4P in Chapter 5 to F77.

•

Add the following note to Section 5.2.9.2:
Caution

This command file example will only work for FMS Version 2.0.
•

Replace the TKB command sequence in Section 5.4.2 with the following:
TKB>VSECT,VSECT/-SP=VSECT,LB:[1,1]F77FCS/LB
TKB> /
Enter
options:
TKB>WNDWS=1
TKB>VSECT=MARRAY:160000:20000:200
TKB> //
>

Or, if you use the LINK command, use the following command sequence:
$ LINK/TAS/MAP:VSECT/NOPRINT/OPT VSECT,LB:[1,1]F77FCS/LIB
Option? WNDWS=1
Option? VSECT=MARRAY:160000:20000:200
Option?

•
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Replace FOROTS.OLB with F77FCS.OLB in the second paragraph under the command
sequence in Section 5.4.2.
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•

In Section 11.26, page 11-36, the format of the /INCLUDE qualifier is incorrect. The correct
format is shown next,
Format

$

LINK/TAS/MAP/SYM inputfile/INCLUDE:(MOD1,MOD2,...MOD8)

Also, please remove note number 3. It is no longer applicable.
In note number 5, the example of the /INCLUDE qualifier is incorrect. The correct example
is as follows:
$ LINK/TAS/MAP/SYM INLIB1/INCLUDE:(MOD1,MOD2),->inputfile2,INLIB1/LIBRARY

•

In Section 11.39, page 11-55, the description of the /SAVE qualifier is incorrect. All
references to the file ATLINK.CMD should be changed to ATLINK.TMP.
Also, please remove the clause "and it contains legitimate TKB command syntax" from the
second paragraph.

•

In Section 12.4, page 12-8, the definitions of the device-name and unit-numb parameters
are incorrect. The correct definitions are shown next.
device-name

Specifies a 2-character alphabetic device name followed by a 1- to 3-digit octal unit
number.
unit-num8

Specifies decimal numbers indicating the logical unit numbers (LUNs). If your task uses
more than six logical units, you should use the UNITS option to specify the number of
logical units that your task will use.
Also, the note is no longer applicable; please remove it.
•

In Appendix B, page B-6, the description of the Label Block Group is incorrect. Please
remove the last sentence in the second paragraph, which states the following: "The LBLDF$
macro on your system will have the correct offsets."
Also, remove the third paragraph and replace it with the following paragraph:
The LBLDF$ macro defines the label block offsets for a task that is built on a RSX-11 M
operating system. Tasks that are built on RSX-11M-PLUS systems have an additional eight
library entries that are inserted in the label block after the entries at offset L$BLIB. Because
of this, the label block offsets from L$BPRI to L$BDMZ must be adjusted by the size of the
additional entries. Label block offset LBLDF$ defines the symbol $LBXL (label block extra
length), which determines the size of the additional entries. Therefore, for tasks built on
RSX-11M-PLUS operating systems (L$BSYS=4), you must add $LBXL to the offsets from
L$BPRI to L$BDMZ in order to determine the true offset.

•

In Appendix B, Figure B-5: Table Block 0-Task and Resident Library Data is incorrect.
The correct figure is shown next.

Corrections to Documentation
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Powerfail with DMC11

The DMC11 currently cannot recover after a power failure because the random-access memory
(RAM) in its internal microprocessor is erased when power fails. Any I/O requests outstanding
at the time of a power failure return the IE.ABO status. These requests must be reissued after
initializing the DMC11(IO.INL).
Importance of IO.INL

After the type of communication line has been determined, and after IO.SYN has specified
the sync character, it is extremely important that IO.INL be issued before any transfers occur.
This ensures that appropriate parameters are initialized and that the interface is properly
conditioned. Note that IO.INL provides the only means of setting device characteristics, such
as sync character. For this reason, you should always use IO.INL immediately prior to the first
transfer over a newly activated link.
Tasks sending messages to the DMC11 should begin by terminating and reinitializing the
device (IO.TRM, IO.INL). Note that this causes the error IE.CNR to be returned on any 1/0
outstanding on the other end of the line. IO.INL must be issued after each IO.KIL (which
effectively kills the DMC11), after powerf ail, and upon receipt of any error code.
Programming Example

The following example illustrates the initialization, the setting of device parameters, and the
transmission of a block of data on a message-oriented communication device.
. MCALL ALUN$S,QIO$S

ALUN$S
QIO$S
QIO$S
QIO$S

1,"XP,0
IO.HDX!IO.SYN,<1,,,,, 226>
IO.INL,1
IO.WLB,1 ,,,<TXSTS,TXAST,TXBUF,100>

TXAST: CMPB IS.SUC_&377,@(SP)+

BEQ 10$

;
;
;
;

;
;
;
;

USE LUN1 FOR DP11
SET DEVICE PARAMETERS
PUT DEVICE ON LINE
SEND A BLOCK

WAS DATA CLOCKED OUT
SUCCESSFULLY?
IF SO, SET UP FOR NEXT
BLOCK

2.12 RSX-11 M-PLUS and Micro/RSX System Management Guide
In Section 5.5.16, page 5-74, of the RSX-11M-PLUS and Micro/RSX System Management Guide,
the third example is incorrect. The correct example is as follows:
VMR> SET /SECPOL
SECPOL=285.:640.:44%,

Displays the amount of available secondary pool.
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Appendix C
Applying Corrections to Source Files
Interim changes to the Executive, MCR, and device drivers are made by creating correction files
that are processed by the Source Language Input Program (SLP). SLP generates a new copy
of the modules that contain the errors by applying the corrections to the source file on the
distribution kit. (See the RSX-11M-PLUS Utilities Manual for complete information on SLP.)
After you have applied the corrections and have obtained a new version of the file, do not
delete the original source file. Interim changes that may be distributed later are cumulative and
depend on the availability of the original sources.

C.1 Updating an Executive Source Module
To update an Executive source file (ABCDERMAC, for example), mount the disk on which you
performed your system generation and create a SLP correction file named ABCDERCOR in
the directory [11,40]. (All the following instructions assume that you are working on the disk
on which you performed your system generation.) Then, while your system is running under
User Identification Code (UIC) [11,10], submit the correction file to SLP. For example, you could
follow this sequence to create REQSB.MAC:
>SET /UIC= [11,40]
>EDI REQSB.COR

[Creating new file]
Input
REQSB.MAC;2/AU/-BF=REQSB.MAC;1

* EX
[Exit]
>SET /UIC=[11,10]
>SLP@[11,40]REQSB.COR

If the updated Executive module in your system is not a loadable driver, use the following
procedure:
1.

Assemble the new module, using the RSXMC.MAC file for the target system. For example,
type the following commands:
> SET /UIC=[11,24]
> MAC REQSB,[11,34]REQSB/-SP=[1,1]EXEMC/ML,[11,10]RSXMC/PA:1,REQSB
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2.

Use the Librarian Utility Program (LBR) to replace the old version of the module in the
RSX11M.OLB file on the target system.
For example:
>SET /UIC=[1,24]
>LBR RSX11M/RP/-EP=[11,24]REQSB

3.

Perform the following sections of SYSGEN:
•

Building the Executive and Drivers

•

Building the Privileged Tasks

•

Creating the System Image File

If the modified file in your system is a loadable device driver (ZZDRV.MAC, for example),
the updated module can be replaced without rebuilding the Executive. Assemble the updated
module and replace the resulting object file in the RSX11M.OLB file of your target system.
For example, assume that [11,10] contains the RSXMC.MAC file resulting from your system
generation and do the following:
>SET /UIC=[11,24]
>MAC ZZDRV=[1,1]EXEMC/ML,[11,10]RSXMC/PA:1,ZZDRV
>SET /UIC=[1,24]
>LBR RSX11M/RP/-EP=[11,24]ZZDRV

Use [200,200]ZZDRVBLD.CMD to rebuild the driver. If necessary, copy ZZDRV.TSK and
ZZDRV.STB into the directory that corresponds to the system UIC, or the library UIC if the
driver is vectored.
For example:
>ASN SY:=OU
>TKB @[200,200]ZZDRVBLD
>SET /SYSUIC
SYSUIC= [g,m]
>SET /UIC=[g,m]
>PIP /NV=[1,54]ZZDRV.TSK,ZZDRV.STB

Use the Virtual Monitor Console Routine (VMR) to unload the old device driver and to load
the new one. If the new driver is larger than the old one, it may not fit into the same locations
as the old one. It may be necessary to unload and reload all of the loadable drivers in that
partition to create enough room.
For example:
> VMR
Enter filename:RSX11M
VMR> UNL ZZ:
VMR> LOA ZZ:
VMR>
> RUN $SHUTUP
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If the driver is vectored, you must use the /VEC switch with the UNL and LOA commands, In
the preceding example, you would substitute the following VMR commands:
VMR>UNL ZZ:/VEC
VMR>LOA ZZ:/VEC
VMR>

Hardware boot the modified system.

C.2 Updating an MCR Source Module
To update the MCR source file SETOV.MAC, use the following procedure:
1.

Create the SLP correction file [12,40]SETOV.COR and use it to update [12,10]SETOV.MAC.
Assemble SETOV for the target system, as follows:
> SET /UIC=[12,40]
> EDI SETOV.COR
[Creating new file]
Input
SETOV.MAC;2/AU/-BF=SETOV.MAC;1

*EX
[Exit]
> SET /UIC=[12,10]
> SLP @[12,40]SETOV.COR

2.

Assume that directory [11,10] contains the RSXMC.MAC file resulting from your target
system generation and do the following:
> SET /UIC=[12,24]
> MAC SETOV=[1,1]EXEMC/ML,[11,10]RSXMC/PA:1,[12,10]SETOV

All of the Task Builder command files output a map to the logical device MP, which must
be assigned to NL or another device to avoid a diagnostic error message from the Task
Builder.
3.

If it was necessary to modify the MCR Task Builder command file (MCRBLD.CMD) during
the last system generation, it may now be necessary to repeat those changes. To rebuild
the secondary portion of MCR (...MCR) and replace the module SETOV, use the following
procedure:
> SET /UIC=[1,24]
> LBR MCR/RP/N0EP=[12,24]SETOV
> PIP SETOV.OBJ;*/DE
> ASN SY:=MP:
> ASN SY:=IN:
> TKB @MCRBLD
> VMR
Enter filename: RSX11M
VMR> REM ...MCR
VMR> INS [3,54]MCR
VMR>
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To rebuild the MCR dispatcher (MCR ...) and to replace the module MCRDIS, use the
following procedure:
>SET /UIC=[1,24]
>LBR MCR/RP/N0EP=[12,24]MCRDIS
>PIP MCRDIS.OBJ;*/DE
>ASN SY:=MP:
>ASN SY:=IN:
>TKB @MCDBLD
>VMR
Enterfilename:RSX11M
VMR>REM MCR...
VMR>INS [3,54]MCD/XHR=NO
VMR>
>RUN $SHUTUP

There is only one procedure for replacing an external MCR task. It involves the following
steps:
1.

Create the SLP file, apply it, and create the object file.

2.

Incorporate the updated module into the task's object library.

3. Rebuild the task and install it in the system using MCR or VMR. Before using VMR,
you must assign SY and LB to the disk containing the target system.
The following example replaces the module INSLB of the external MCR task INSTALL:
>SET /UIC=[1,24]
>LBR INS/RP=[12,24]INSLB

4.

If it was necessary to modify the external task's Task Builder command file during the last
system generation, it may be necessary at this time to repeat those changes:
>SET /UIC=[1,24]
>ASN SY:=MP:
> TKB @INSBLD
>VMR
Enterfilename:RSX11M
VMR>REM ...INS
VMR>INS [3, 54]INS/IOP=NO
VMR>
>RUN $SHUTUP

Hardware boot the system.

C.3 Updating a DCL Source Module
The procedure is different for the DCL task. There are two DCL object libraries: DCLR.OLB for
modules in the root segment of the DCL task, and DCLO.OLB for modules in DCL's overlay
segments. (One module, COMMAND, has versions in both the root and overlay libraries.)
These libraries are located in directory [1,24] on your distribution kit. If you are not sure
whether a module belongs in the root or the overlay library, use the Librarian Utility Program
(LBR) to scan the module names in the libraries. For instance, to view the module names in
DCLO.OLB, enter the MCR or DCL command shown next.
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>LBR [1,24]DCLO/LI
$ LIBRARY/LIST [1,24]DCLO

The modules you are most likely to need to modify are the DCL syntax tables, which are in
DCLO.OLB. (All DCL syntax tables are in overlay segments.) See the RSX-11M-PLUS and
Micro/RSX System Management Guide for more information on the structure of the DCL task and
on the DCL task-building process.
File DCL.CMD, located in directory [23,24] on your distribution kit, can be used either to
assemble DCL overlay modules and to rebuild DCL, or as a template for your own commands.
The file contains its own instructions. Note that to use this command file directly, you must
copy various files into directory [23,24] and appropriately modify any directories that they
reference. File DCL.CMD also shows how to assemble the special module COMMAND.
The following process shows how to reassemble a DCL overlay module and rebuild DCL. The
process is similar for root modules; simply specify DCLR rather than DCLO. See the DCL.CMD
command procedure for details on rebuilding COMMAND.
If your command line interpreter (CLI) is MCR, use the following commands:
>SET /UIC= [23,24]
>MAC xxx=[11,10]RSXMC/PA:1,[23,10]DCLMAC/PA:1,xxx
>SET /UIC= [1,24]
>LBR DCLO/RP= [23,24]xxx
>TKB @DCLBLD

If your CLI is DCL, use the following commands:
$
$
$
$
$

SET DEFAULT [23,34]
MACRO [11,10]RSXMC/PASS:1,[23,10]DCLMAC/PASS:1,xxx
SET DEFAULT [1,24]
LIBRARY/REPLACE DCLO [23, 24] xxx
LINK @DCLBLD

When you have built a new version of DCL.TSK, you must replace the old copy of DCL as a
system CLI. First, any terminals whose CLI is DCL must be logged out or set to another CLI.
Then, the following commands must be executed (note that these commands are for MCR only):
>CLI /ELIM=DCL
>REM DCL
>INS $DCL/CLI=YES
>CLI /INIT=DCL

The REMOVE and INSTALL commands are also valid VMR commands and can be used to
modify your system's image on disk. However, the CLI /INIT command is for MCR only, and
it must be put in your system's startup file (if it is not there already).

C.4 Applying Corrections to the File Systems (F 11 ACP)
All F11ACP updates begin by creating a SLP correction file in directory [13,40]. The following
example patches a module called WTRN1.
1.

Boot your system and log in to a privileged account, as follows:
>HELLO SYSTEM
Password: <PASSWORD>
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2.

If necessary, restore the required files from the distribution tape (the following example
assumes that the files in [13,10] have been deleted, but the files in [1,24] have not):
>UFD DB0:[13,10]
> UFD DB0:[13,40]
>BRU
BRU> /NOINITIALIZE/SUPERSEDE/NOPRESERVE/BACKUP_SET:MPBL40SRC
From: MM0:[13,10]F11PRE.MAC,WTRN1.MAC
To: DB0:
BRU--Completed
BRU>

3.

Create the correction file, as follows:
>SET /UIC=[13, 40]
> EDT WTRN1.COR

4.

Apply the correction, as follows:
> SET /UIC=[13,10]
> SLP @[13,40]WTRN1.COR

5.

Assemble the corrected module with the Executive macro library, the Executive prefix file
RSXMC.MAC, and the prefix file F11PRE.MAC, as follows:
> SET /UIC=[13,24]
>MAC WTRN1=[1,1]EXEMC/ML,[11,10]RSXMC,[13,10]F11PRE,WTRN1

6.

Replace the defective module in the file control processor (FCP) library, as follows:
>SET /UIC=[1,24]
> LBR FCP/RP=[13,24]WTRN1
Modules replaced
WTRN1

All of the task-build command files require that the logical device MP be assigned to the
appropriate device.
In the following example, xxx must be replaced by the 3-character designation for your desired
FCP, that is, MDL or LRG.
1.

Task build the new FCP by using the updated library as follows:
> ASN NL:=MP:
> TKB @FCPxxxBLD

2.

Install the updated FCP in the system image as follows:
> RUN $VMR
Enter filename: RSX11M
VMR> REM F11ACP
VMR> INS [3,54]FCPxxx/PAR=GEN/IOP=NO/CKP=NO
VMR>
> RUN $SHUTUP

3.
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Reboot the system to place the new FCP in use.
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C.5 Applying Corrections to the Reconfiguration Tasks CON and
HRC
The following example illustrates how to patch module CNCMR for the CON task. Unless
indicated otherwise, use a similar command sequence for correcting module HRONL for the
HRC task.
This example assumes that:
•

You have deleted the source files in [27,10].

•

You have not deleted the object libraries and command files in [1,24] and [1,20].

•

The object library for both CON and HRC is [1,24]OLR.OLB.

•

The disk to which you will apply the patches is mounted Files-11 on drive DBO.

•

The distribution tape is mounted foreign on MMO.

Perform the following steps to patch CNCMR:
1.

Boot your system, and log in to a privileged account.

2.

If necessary, restore the required files from the distribution tape as follows:
> UFD DB0:[27,10]
>UFD DB0: [27,40]
> UFD DB0:[27,24]
> BRU
BRU>/NOINITIALIZE/SUPERSEDE/NOPRESERVE/BACKUPSET:MPBL40SRC
From: MM0:[27,10]CNPRE.MAC,CNCMR.MAC
To: DB0:
BRU -- Completed
BRU>

If you were correcting module HRONL, you would substitute the following for the From:
line in the previous command sequence:
From:

3.

MM0:[27,10]HRPRE.MAC,HRONL.MAC

Create the SLP correction file in UIC [27,40], as follows:
>SET /UIC=[27,40]
>EDT CNCMR.COR

4.

Apply the SLP correction file to CNCMR as follows:
>SET /UIC=[27,10]
>SLP @[27,40]CNCMR.COR

5.

Assemble the corrected CNCMR module by using the Executive macro library and the
Executive prefix file RSXMC.MAC; you also use these when assembling a corrected HRC
module. In addition, use either the prefix file CNPRE.MAC, if assembling a CON module,
or HRPRE.MAC, if assembling an HRC module.
For example:
>SET /UIC=[27,24]
>MAC CNCMR=[1,1]EXEMC/ML,[11,10]RSXMC/PA:1,[27,10]CNPRE,CNCMR
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6. Replace the CNCMR object module in the OLR library as follows:
> SET /UIC=[1,24]
> LBR OLR/RP/N0EP=[27,24]CNCMR.OBJ

7.

Task build CON by using the updated library as follows:
>ASN DB0:=IN:
>ASN DB0:=0U:
>ASN NL:=MP:
>TKB @CONBLD

Note
If you do not have the task-build command files [1,24]CONBLD.CMD and
[1,24]CONBLD.ODL, or [1,24]HRCBLD.CMD and [1,24]HRCBLD.ODL, you must
use the section of SYSGEN that rebuilds system-supplied tasks.
8.

Install the updated reconfiguration utility in the system image as follows:
For CON, type:
>RUN $VMR
Enter filename:RSX11M
VMR>REM ...CON
VMR>INS [3,54]C ON
VMR>

9.

For HRC, type:
>RUN $VMR
Enter filename : RSX11M
VMR>REM HRC.. .
VMR>INS [3,54]HRC/IOP=NO
VMR>

In order to use the new reconfiguration tasks, follow these steps:
a.

Shut the system down using the SHUTUP utility as follows:
>RUN $SHUTUP

b.

Reboot the system.

C.6 Applying FCS Corrections
Correcting the File Control Services (FCS) modules on an RSX-11M-PLUS system can be done
by updating the source files, by assembling them, and by replacing modules in the system
library, usually LB:[ 1,1 ]SYSLIB.OLB.
This process is complicated by the fact that there are three kinds of FCS, as follows:
ANSI-Supports ANSI-format magnetic tape and big buffers.
Non-ANSI-Does not support ANSI tape or big buffers.
Multibuffered-Supports ANSI tape, big buffers, and multiple buffers.
An FCS source file like CLOSEMAC contains conditional assembly directives that can produce
three different CLOSE objects, depending on the global symbols defined when CLOSEMAC is
assembled. These three different CLOSE objects correspond to the three kinds of FCS. Other
FCS source files, like DELETEMAC, have no such conditional assembly directives. They are
only assembled one way; that is, only one DELETE object exists.
The SYSLIB.OLB file provided on the kits contains the ANSI FCS. Thus, this system library
contains modules like CLOSE, assembled with the ANSI tape conditionals and big buffer
conditionals enabled, and modules like DELETE, which have no such conditionals and are the
same in any FCS.
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An alternate system library called NOANSLIB.OLB is also provided. It contains an FCS that
does not support ANSI tape, big buffers, or multiple buffers. Be sure that you know whether
the system library on your system contains the ANSI FCS, or if it has been replaced with the
non-ANSI or multibuffered FCS.
Details of the correcting procedure follow. MCR syntax is used throughout.

C.7 Updating the FCS Sources
The FCS source files are found in [50,10] on the kits. Updating a source is done by entering the
correction file into [50,10], and by entering "SLP @ filename" to apply the correction.

C.8 Assembling FCS
Assembling the updated source or sources can be done in either of two ways. One way is
simple and time-consuming; the other is quick, but it must be done with great care. The simple
way is to set your UIC to [50,24] and enter MAC @FCSASM. This will assemble every FCS
variant properly, producing over 100 object files.
The other choice is to assemble only the sources that have been updated. This is not as simple,
but it saves machine time. To assemble only a particular file, look at the five *.CMD files in
[50,24] on the kit. Search the command files for all references to the file you want to assemble.
A description follows of each command file and what you do with its contents.
1.

FCSBOTH.CMD assembles files like DELETE.MAC, which contain no code specifically
written to support or deny support to ANSI tape, big buffers, or multiple buffers. If the
source file you have updated is mentioned in FCSBOTH.CMD, then it is assembled the
same way regardless of which kind of FCS is in your system library. For example, the
following lines assemble DELETE:
[50,24]DELETE,[50,34]DELETE/ - SP=[50,10]FCSPRE ,DELETE

(FCSPRE.MAC defines necessary macros and global symbols.)
To assemble DELETE.MAC, you should set your UIC to [50,24] and enter the following
command line:
>MAC [50,24]DELETE, [50,34]DELETE/-SP= [50 ,10]FCSPRE, DELETE

As an alternative, you could put the command line in a file and enter "MAC @filename". A
file like DELETE.MAC, which has no conditional assembly directives, is mentioned only in
FCSBOTH.CMD.
2.

FCSANSI.CMD assembles source files that contain ANSI tape, big buffer, or multibuffering
conditionals. It produces objects for the ANSI kind of FCS. If your system library contains
the ANSI FCS, and the source file you have updated is mentioned in FCSANSI.CMD, then
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If you correct PUTMAC, be sure that you assemble it to produce objects named PUT and
PUTSQ.
OPEN.MAC can be assembled in the normal way (ANSI, non-ANSI, or multibuffered)

to produce OPEN.MTA, OPEN.NMT, or OPEN.MBF. Three additional prefix files exist:
OPFID.MTA, OPFNB.NMT, and OPENR.MAC.
OPFID.MAC produces the open-by-file-id module, OPFID. This is the command line from
FCSANSI.CMD, which produces OPFID.MTA:
[50,24]OPFID.MTA,[50,34]OPFID.MTA/-SP=[50,10]OPFID/PA:1,FCSANSI/PA:1,FCSBIGBUF/PA:1,FCSPRE,OPEN

OPFNB.MAC produces the open-by-file-name block module, OPFNB. This is the command line
from FCSANSI.CMD, which produces OPFNB.NMT:
[50,24]OPFNB.NMT,[50,34]OPFNB.NMT/-SP=[50,10]0PFNB/PA:1,FCSPRE,0PEN

OPENR.MAC produces the open module for resident libraries, OPENR. This is the command
line from FCSMULBUF.CMD, which produces OPENR.MBF:
[50,10]OPENR/PA:1,FCSANSI/PA:1,FCSMULBUF/PA:1,FCSBIGBUF/PA:1,FCSPRE,OPEN
[50,24]OPENR.MBF,[50,34]OPENR.MBF/-SP=-

If you correct OPEN.MAC, be sure that you assemble it to produce objects OPEN, OPFID,
OPFNB, and OPENR for whatever kind of FCS your system library contains.
FINIT.MAC and RDWRIT.MAC can be assembled to produce FINIT.OBJ and RDWRIT.OBJ.
The prefix file FCSSUP.MAC enables conditionals to produce objects FINTSL.SUP and
RDWRSL.SUP to be used in supervisor-mode libraries. These objects are necessary for correct
execution of the user asynchronous system trap (AST) completion routines, which may be
specified for FCS READ$ and WRITE$ functions. This is the line from FCSANSI.CMD that
produces FINTSL.SUP:
[50,24]FINTSL.SUP,[50,34]FINTSL.SUP/-SP=[50,10]FCSSUP/PA:1,FCSPRE,FINIT

Object files FINTSL.SUP and RDWRSL.SUP contain the same entry point names as FINIT.OBJ
and RDWRIT.OBJ. Therefore, they must be replaced in the system library with their entry points
deleted so that they are only used when they are explicitly called when a supervisor-mode
library is task built.

C.9 Replacing the FCS Object Modules
Set your UIC to [1,1], make a backup copy of the libraries, and use LBR to replace the corrected
FCS objects that you have assembled. For example, suppose you have updated and assembled
DELETE, PUT, and FINIT on a system with an ANSI FCS in the system library. You would
then use the following procedure:
>SET
>PIP
>LBR
>LBR

/UIC=[1,1]
/NV=SYSLIB.OLB
SYSLIB/RP=[50,24]DELETE.OBJ,PUT.MTA,PUTSQ.MTA
SYSLIB/RP=[50,24]FINIT.OBJ,FINTSL.SUP/-EP
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If you use NOANSLIB.OLB, also use the following procedure:
>PIP /NY=NOANSLID.OLD
>LBR NOANSLIB/RP=[50,24]DELETE.OBJ,PUT .NMT,PUTSQ .NMT
>LBR NOANSLIB/RP=[50,24]FINIT. OBJ,FINTSL.SUP/-EP

If you want to incorporate the corrected modules into an FCSRES resident library or FCSFSL
supervisor-mode library, first rebuild the library, and then rebuild every task that links to it
with SYSGEN. If you rebuild and install a resident library and run a task that linked to the old
resident library, then the task will call routines in the resident library at the wrong addresses.
The results will be uncertain and potentially damaging, especially for privileged tasks.
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